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Light absorption study of aggregating porphyrin in aqueous solutions
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UV-visible absorption measurements have been applied to the study of the aggregation kinetics of the
porphyrin t2H2Pagg in aqueous solution. The temporal evolution of the spectra can be related to the time
dependence of the monomer concentration and the mean cluster size. Results from the absorption experiments
agree with the findings of previous light scattering measurements, and with the current theoretical models and
molecular dynamics simulations of diffusion-limited aggregation kinetics.@S1063-651X~98!04605-4#

PACS number~s!: 82.70.Dd, 64.60.Cn, 05.40.1j
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation of clusters through spontaneous s
aggregation is a process of both theoretical and experime
interest in physics, chemistry, biology, and engineering. T
focus is particularly true in the complex fluids, as, for po
mers, gels, and colloidal and biological molecules, where
spontaneous or induced buildup of large supramolecular
semblies have significant effects on the basic propertie
the system@1#. Statistical physics have proven quite succe
ful for the description of many properties of these asse
bling phenomena through the use of fractal geometry
scaling concepts@2#.

A number of different growth processes@i.e., percolation,
diffusion-limited aggregation~DLA !, reaction-limited cluster
aggregation~RLA!, diffusion-limited cluster-cluster aggrega
tion ~DLCA!, etc.# have been proposed for the formation
these assemblies. The impetus for considering such mo
comes from the recognition that the large clusters formed
these processes exhibit a scale-invariant fractal structure
fractal aggregates, the various growth mechanisms relate
massM of the cluster to the corresponding radiusR via the
well known scaling formM}Rdf @3#, where the fractal or
Hausdorff dimensiondf differs from the Euclidean dimen
sion d. This fractal parameter has become a subject of c
siderable interest—as implied, it serves as a signature for
mechanism of cluster growth—and a variety of experimen
techniques as well as computer simulations have been
to determinedf . The fractal dimensionality, however, con
veys only limited information about the aggregation proce
since it refers to the geometrical properties of only a parti
lar cluster and it is not useful in describing the ensemble
the dynamics of the clusters in the system. A more d
understanding of the dynamical properties of these syst

*Permanent address: Dipartimento di Fisica, Universita` di Mes-
sina, I-98166 Messina, Italy.
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is achieved through a consideration of statistical quantit
as, for example, the dynamic cluster size distribution fu
tion ns(t), which represents the number of clusters, cons
ing of s particles, in a unit volume at timet.

Scattering techniques, initially used to probe geometri
aspects of aggregates, have provided a great deal of info
tion on the properties of these structures, e.g., detailed r
tionships between hydrodynamic and static properties.
second moment of the cluster size distribution was measu
via light scattering on colloids and gels@4# indicating a
‘‘scaling’’ time behavior. Many attempts ensued to dete
mine the temporal evolution of the cluster size distributi
theoretically@1,2,5#. Quantitative comparisons with exper
mental data have been achieved using molecular dynam
~MD! simulations and models based on the von Smo
chowski equation@6# by assuming specific mathematic
forms for the inter-particle reaction rates. These comparis
have been made possible through the use of a dyna
scaling description, and a knowledge of precise relationsh
between rate constants and the dynamics of aggregation

In a previous study@7#, we have shown~using both elastic
and quasielastic light scattering experiments! that aqueous
solutions of a particular porphyrin display precise frac
properties. The aim of the present study is to provide insi
into the aggregation kinetics, and, in particular, on the qu
tities directly related to the MD simulations alluded to abov
In addition, we show that the aggregation kinetics can
successfully studied through UV-visible absorption expe
ments. These findings can be considered as being of gen
applicability in aggregation investigations and especially
biological systems where the clustering process gener
takes place with concomitant changes in the electronic pr
erties of monomers. It is common for biologically releva
species like DNA or proteins to show fluorescence and
optical density changes upon aggregation. Analogous
tempts have been exploited in the past in the study of po
merization under high pressure and association kinetics@8#.

Porphyrins constitute an important class of biochemi
5766 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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compounds. An important application of synthetic cation
porphyrins ~and their metallo-derivatives! in biophysics is
their use as probes of the dynamics and the structure
nucleic acids and helical polypeptides@9#. These chro-
mophores can interact and bind to DNA and RNA by int
calation, external groove binding and external binding w
self-stacking. Under appropriate conditions, depending
porphyrin structure and polynucleotide composition, they
also able to induce conformational changes of the dou
helix ~e.g., convertingZ-DNA to the B-form @9#!. The rapid
uptake of these molecules by DNA, accompanied by the
multaneous breaking of adjacent hydrogen bonds, supp
the idea of a ‘‘collective motion’’ model for nucleic acids.

Here we report on the salt induced aggregat
of the dicationic porphyrintrans-bis(N -methylpyridinium-
4-yl!diphenylporphyine (t-H2Pagg) which forms supramo-
lecular assemblies@9#. This phenomenon has been evidenc
by resonance Rayleigh light scattering@10# and, in the pres-
ence of helical templates by circular dichroism spectrosc
@9#. Recently, we have reported a characterization of the
aggregation stage of the porphyrin by using elastic a
quasielastic light scattering@7#. From the measured intensit
profile of elastically scattered light we obtained a clear in
cation that aggregation—driven by diffusion-limited aggr
gation kinetics—produces large rigid monodisperse clus
having a fractal structure~with df>2.5!. From theq2 depen-
dence observed in the mean decay rate of the inten
intensity correlation function and the effect on this dynam
cal quantity of anisotropies in the cluster structure,
confirmed such a picture giving a hydrodynamic radiusRH
consistent with the radius of gyrationRg measured via elastic
scattering.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Aqueous solutions of porphyrin were prepared by us
the free base as chloride salt. The concentration used in
experiments (531026M ) was determined spectrophoto
metrically using «42052.243105M 21 cm21 at the Soret
maximum in water@7#. Aggregation was induced at 298
by adding NaCl up to a final concentration of 0.1M . The
kinetic runs were performed on a Hewlett-Packard mo
8452A diode-array spectrophotometer by repetitive scann
of the spectrum at suitable time intervals. Measureme
were begun immediately after salt addition in the range 20
800 nm. The deconvolution of the spectra as Gaussian
tributions~centered at 365, 420, and 452 nm, respectively! in
the region 320–500 nm was achieved by performing a fitt
procedure based on Marquadt algorithm.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In neat water, thet-H2Pagg porphyrin exhibits an intense
Soret maximum at 420 nm in the absorbance spectra@9,10#.
Under these conditions, resonance light scattering spectr
dicate that the porphyrin has not formed extended ag
gates. This spectral feature can be associated with m
meric porphyrin. Upon salt addition, the spectra chan
dramatically with time~Fig. 1! showing the buildup of a
more complex structure. At least two new contributions c
tered at 365 and 452 nm~more intense! are detected in ad
of
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dition to the 420 nm Soret band. There is a well-defin
isosbestic point at 434 nm. As time proceeds, the 420
band decreases in intensity while the new peaks incre
The spectra corresponding to a late stage of aggrega
show that both monomeric and aggregated porphyrins
present. The new spectral features are assigned to porph
in the aggregated form. Whereas the 420 nm peak is cle
due to the absorbance of the monomeric species, the 452
band can be attributed to ‘‘extinction effects’’@12# due to
resonant light scattering of the aggregated form as alre
reported@9,10#.

Clusters arise from the relatively strong dispersive forc
acting between these molecules. Porphyrins are compou
possessing an extendedp-electron system in which the so
calledp-p or stacking interactions take place. Such intera
tions lead basically to two different spatial arrangeme
@11#: ~i! offset p stacked, in which two molecules overla
each other with a lateral offset and~ii ! a T-shaped geometry
in which one molecule is orthogonal with respect to the ot
one. As is well known, the absorbance of the system is
rectly connected with its electronic properties, and the
served changes in the spectra can be related to the pres
of these strongp-p molecular interactions. They are able
originate completely different electronic configurations f
the monomeric and the aggregated chromophores.

In order to analyze the absorbance data, we considered
time dependence of the two major peaks related to the
nomeric and aggregated species, respectively. We decide
use the areas of the corresponding bands performing a
convolution in the spectral range of interest@Fig. 2~a!#. In
this way, we obtained quantities related to the concentra
of porphyrin molecules in the monomeric form~420 nm! and
to the mass of the aggregates~452 nm!. In Fig. 2~b! the time
evolution of the areas relative to the two bands is shown
logarithmic plot. It is evident that porphyrins belonging
the monomeric and aggregated species exhibit different t
dependences. These behaviors can be explained consid

FIG. 1. UV-visible spectral changes relative to the aggregat
process of the porphyrin solution. Different spectra are measure
different times after salt addition. Arrows indicate the time behav
of the two mean contributions 420 nm~decreasing! and 452 nm
~increasing!.
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results coming from current models that have been show
account well for the DLA aggregation kinetics@13–15#.
More precisely, by considering results of MD simulatio
@16# and mean-field theoretical approaches based on the
Smoluchowski equation@17#, we are able to show that th
quantities obtained from UV-visible spectra agree well w
these theoretical analyses, and in addition, correspon
quantities considered in a direct way in MD studies.

Scaling concepts describing fractal aggregations are b
on the dynamic cluster size distribution functionns(t) @1,2#:

ns~ t !;k2u f ~s/tz!, ~1!

wheref (x) is a scaling function with rapid decay at largex.
From mass conservation followsu52. More precisely,
f (x);xd for x!1, and f (x)!1 for x@1. According to Eq.
~1!, for x!1, ns(t);t2ws2t with w5zd andd522t, i.e.,
the cluster size distribution decreases as a power law ins and
t and the exponents satisfy the scaling relationw5(22t)z.
Another consequence of Eq.~1! is that the mean cluster siz
S(t)5(s2ns(t) diverges for larget, and in terms of Eq.~1!
is S(t);tz.

In general, aggregation processes in which cluster st
tures are originated by monomeric units can be described
following the reaction scheme:

FIG. 2. ~a! Typical deconvolution procedure applied to an UV
visible spectrum. The spectral region between 325 and 500 n
treated as three Gaussian contribution centered at 365, 420, an
nm. ~b!. Logarithmic plot of the calculated area of the 420 nm a
450 nm peaks vs time.
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Pj1Pk ——→
K~ j ,k!

Pj 1k , ~2!

wherePj denotes an aggregate containingj monomeric units
andK( j ,k) is the rate at which the reaction proceeds and
model dependent. From a general point of view, in se
similar processes the reaction ratesK( j ,k) are characterized
only by two exponentsl andn and are written as

K~a j ,ak!5alK~ j ,k!,
~3!

K~1,j !' j v,

with l<1 and v<1 @17# ~for l>1 gelation will occur!.
Under these conditions the mean cluster sizeS(t) is deter-
mined by the rate at which two aggregates of this size in
act, and the time dependence of its concentration is
pressed by the equationS(t);tz, with z51/(12l) @16,17#.

To determine the exponentst and w it is necessary to
know the behavior of the monomer concentrationC1(t). The
time behavior of such a quantity depends on the exponenv,
and is strongly related to the physics of aggregation, i.e.
the relative reactivity of the monomer with itself or with
cluster of sizeS. Rate equations have been developed
different possible situations@17# depending on the value o
the quantitym5l2v. For example,m.0 implies that large
aggregates react preferentially with equally large ones.
limit our considerations to the picture proposed for the s
tem under investigation by light scattering data: the DL
aggregation phenomenon originates large monodisperse
ters ~i.e., l,v!. In such a case, the growth mechanism
dominated by large growing clusters depleting the solut
of the smaller ones. In these conditions, the number
smaller aggregates decreases exponentially with time. It
be shown that the monomer concentrationC1(t) is given by

C1~ t !5a exp~2t t̄ !5a exp~2t2~l2v !/~12l!!. ~4!

The application of scaling concepts to DLA aggregation i
plies also that the diffusion coefficientDs of a cluster of
masss ~s is the number of particles in the cluster! scales as

Ds;D0s2g, ~5!

whereD0 is a constant andg is the diffusion constant expo
nent @16#. Furthermore, by considering that the studied o
jects are fractals, then their radius isR(s);s1/df , and we
have the following relations@17#:

l5S ~d22!

df
D2g ~a! and v5S ~d22!

df
D ~b!, ~6!

whered represents the Euclidean space dimension.
Under the assumption that the area of the bands, meas

in the present experiment, is proportional to the concen
tion of species in solution, Eq.~4! can be written asC1(t)
5A01A1exp@2(kt)t̄#, wherek is an observed time constan
(sec21) and t̄52(l2v)/(12l). The best fit of the experi-
mental data to this equation@Fig. 3~a!# gives A057.560.2,
A1548.163.9, k50.06460.012 sec21, and t̄50.4560.03
~standard error 0.61!. In such terms, as can be observed, t
data analysis does not give satisfactory results.

is
452
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Following results coming out from recent theoretical M
simulation studies@18# we consider that a better descriptio
of the measured time profile of porphyrin molecules in t
monomeric state~absorption band centered at 420 nm! can
be achieved by introducing an additional short time expon
tial contribution. On these bases~i.e., considering the pos
sible presence of a RLA early stage! we use the form

C1~ t !5A01A1exp@2~k1t ! t̄ #1A2exp~2k2t !. ~7!

The continuous line in Fig. 3~b! represents the best fit of th
experimental data with Eq.~7! that provides a fairly good
description of experimental results in the measured t
range. From such a fit we obtainA056.760.2, A1514.0
63.2, A2520.861.5, k150.0160.004 sec21, k250.044
60.001 sec21, and finally t̄50.4660.08 ~standard error
0.24!.

The additional exponential term on passing from Eq.~4!
to Eq.~7! deserves an additional comment; it is explained
considering that the porphyrin monomers are not the
starting units for the studied aggregation phenomenon. T
hypothesis is supported by the recent MD simulation stu
on colloidal solutions@18# suggesting that the DLA aggrega
tion process is, in general, preceded by a very early reac
limited aggregation between monomers leading to sm
clusters. Present results give an experimental indication
the validity of this MD suggestion.

FIG. 3. ~a! Logarithmic plot of the calculated area of the peak
420 nm vs time; the continuous line represents the best fit by u
Eq. ~4!. ~b! Logarithmic plot of the calculated area of the peak
420 nm vs time; the continuous line represents the best fit by u
Eq. ~7!.
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Furthermore, it is well known that dimerization of po
phyrins @9# is a very fast process and, in the case of t
porphyrin under investigation, a recent1H NMR study has
pointed out the presence of dimers in aqueous solutions@19#.
In addition, elastic light scattering data on unsalted porphy
samples confirm the presence of a detectable wave ve
dependent intensity contribution~two orders of magnitude
smaller than the corresponding salted solution!. On these
bases, we can suppose that the fast initial exponential de
is a contribution due to basic units forming a threshold s
aggregate. However, the intriguing issue of an RLA ea
stage in a DLA process seems to be confirmed by preli
nary data of a proper investigation performed in our labo
tory @20#.

The consistence of the present data analysis in the fra
work of current models and MD simulations for DLA aggr
gation kinetics is confirmed by the measuredt̄ value. Con-
sidering the measured values ofdf and t̄, Eqs.~6!, and by
using the relation connectingt̄ with the scaling termsl and
v, we obtaing50.51260.04, i.e., the value expected an
measured in an aggregating system in which the diffus
process is controlled by the shear viscosity@16#. Such a re-
sult is usually obtained, ford.2, when the DLA aggregation
process originates a sharply peaked well-shaped cluster
distribution, and it is in complete agreement with the fin
ings of light scattering measurements@7#.

Finally, we consider the time evolution of the increasi
spectral contribution~452 nm! ascribed to porphyrins in the
aggregated form~Fig. 4!. On the basis of the previous dis
cussion, we can relate such a peak to the mean cluster
S(t). As previously discussed, this quantity scales astz with
a diverging behavior fort→`. However, in a real system
this power-law behavior is expected to level off due to fin
concentration constraints. A careful MD simulation for DL
@16#, performed with different concentrations andg values,
confirms that in the time evolution of the mean cluster s
there is a crossover from thetz behavior to an asymptotically
finite value. The observed time dependence is qualitativ
similar to that obtained in this MD simulation. A more qua
titative study is actually in progress in our laboratory. W
conclude by observing that just after the early stage of
aggregation the power lawtz well fits the experimental data

t
g

t
g

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the increasing spectral contributi
~452 nm! ascribed to porphyrins in the aggregated form, the c
tinuous line givesz50.960.1.
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~continuous line in Fig. 4!. In this case, again, the obtaine
z50.960.1 value agrees with the above reported expone
characterizing the scaling laws and reproduces qualitativ
the results of the cited MD simulation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have showed that UV-visible absorpt
spectroscopy can give detailed information on the fractal
gregation kinetics of thet-H2Pagg porphyrin in aqueous so
lution. The obtained results are in complete agreement w
light scattering measurements performed on the same
tem, showing that the aggregation phenomenon follow
simple DLA giving rise to rigid monodisperse clusters. Th
spectroscopic technique provides useful information on
temporal evolution of the aggregation kinetics. In particul
it describes fairly good, in a direct way, the time depende
l-
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e

of the monomer concentration during the aggregation. Th
experimental findings are completely in line with scalin
models and numerical simulations. In conclusion, we outl
that UV-visible measurements can constitute a powerful t
in studying aggregation of biological system in whic
changes of their absorption is a frequent phenomenon
consequence of the interaction between monomers.
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